
HPS COLLABORATION 
MEETING, JLAB 

MAY 22-24, 2018
The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) collaboration is busy analyzing the data from its 2015 and 2016 Engineering Runs 
and moving forward with the approved upgrades for a 2019 run. The Analysis Note and a draft of the first HPS 
physics publication, a resonance search from the 2015 data, have been reviewed by the collaboration. Submission 
for publication is imminent. A second analysis note, for the 2015 vertex search, is nearing completion. Some 
preliminary physics results based on 10% of the 2016 run have already been presented in a thesis, and show the 
2016 data to be of good quality. SVT alignment for the 2016 run is being finalized; once complete, the Pass 2 recon 
of the 2016 data will proceed.

The main focus of the two and a half day meeting will be on completing the engineering run data analyses and 
reviewing the status of the ongoing upgrades to the SVT and trigger system, which are to be ready for the first 
extended physics run in summer of 2019. We will also discuss future plans for HPS beyond 2019 and new ideas to 
explore using the HPS data sets. There will be a public session focused on the current status of Dark sector 
searches.

The meeting will provide an excellent introduction to HPS for any potential new collaborators, who are invited to 
attend.



AGENDA - TUESDAY, MAY 22
Convener Stepan 
๏8:30 am - Welcome (5’)
๏8:35 am - Updates from JLAB - Bob/Rolf (15’+5’)
๏8:55 am - Update from Hall-B - Volker (20’+5’)
๏9:20 am - CEBAF status update - Arne (15’+5’)
๏9:40 am - Update on HPS - John (20’+5’)

10:05 am - Coffee break
Convener Maurik 
๏10:30 am - Dark sector overview (I)
๏11:15 am - Dark sector overview (II)

12:00 pm - Lunch
Convener John 
๏2:00 pm - SVT upgrade status - Tim (45’)
๏2:45 pm - Trigger/hodoscope upgrade status - Rafo (45’)

3:30 pm - Coffee break
Convener Tim
๏4:00 pm - Software status - Maurk (30’)
๏4:30 pm - Update on MC - Takashi (30’)
๏5:00 pm - Tracking update - Norman/Miriam/Matt (30’)



AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
Conveners Matt G./Nathan B.
๏8:30 pm - Tracking update - Norman/Miriam/Matt (30’) 
๏9:00 am - Analysis* 

10:00 am - Coffee break
๏10:30 am - Analysis*

12:00 pm - Lunch
๏2:00 pm - Analysis*

3:30 pm - Coffee break
๏3:30 pm - Analysis*
๏4:30 pm - Upgraded HPS reach
๏5:00 pm - Near term publications

* Recent PhD theses, 2015 and 2016 bump hunt and vertexing, cross sections (FEE, WABs, tridents) 

Meeting diner (somewhere)



AGENDA - THURSDAY, MAY 24
Convener Stepan 
๏8:30 am - New ideas for HPS (40’)
๏9:40 am - HPS beyond 2019 running (20’) 
๏10:00 am - PPC report (15’+5)
๏10:20 am - EC report - John (20’+10’)
๏10:50 am - AOB
๏Adjourn 


